August 15th, 2018 Schol Comm CKG Agenda Building

Web:  https://UCOP.zoom.us/j/236485718
Phone:  +1 408 638 0968 (US Toll)
Meeting ID:  236 485 718

Roll Call

☐ UC Berkeley – Susan Koskinen
☐ UC Berkeley – Maria Gould
☐ UC Berkeley – Samantha Teplitzky
☐ UC Davis – Amy Studer
☐ UC Davis - Mike Wolfe
☐ UC Irvine – Mitchell Brown
☐ UC Irvine – Shu Liu
☐ UC Los Angeles – Jennifer Chan
☐ UC Los Angeles – Marty Brennan (co-Chair)
☐ UC Merced – Donald Barclay
☐ UC Merced – Jerrold Shiroma (co-Chair)
☐ UC Riverside – Swati Bhattacharya
☐ UC Riverside – Brianna Marshall
☐ UC San Diego – Mary Linn Bergstrom (can't attend, conflicting meeting)
☐ UC San Diego - Allegra Swift (can't attend, conflicting meeting)
☐ UC San Francisco – Anneliese Taylor
☐ UC Santa Cruz – Christy Hightower
☐ UC Santa Barbara – Sherri Barnes
☐ UC Santa Barbara – Eileen Joy
☐ UC Santa Barbara – Kyra Folk-Farber
☐ CDL – Katie Fortney
☐ CDL – Monica Westin
☐ CDL – Mat Willmott
☐ CDL - Justin Gonder

Notes taken by: Christy Hightower, UCSC

Announcements / Administrivia

1. Katie's 8/3 email about a UC ORCID interest group. Heard some interest from UCSC and UCSB. Anyone else? Questions about degree of overlap with this group, concern about adding additional meeting time commitments to schedules.
   a. suggestion was made to add ORCID discussion into this CKG instead of forming another group. Not sure if all the ORCID people are already part of this CKG, do know that the UCSC ORCID person is not, but that could be worked out if we decide to go this way. Katie will take this suggestion under advisement.

Deep-Dive topic this month:

Other topics:

- eScholarship update - Justin
  - At the end of October, our group will be doing a day-long retreat to make roadmap decisions. We’ll be able to give a deep dive to the CKG in November about the eScholarship roadmap.
  - eScholarship API: https://help.escholarship.org/support/solutions/articles/9000147730-escholarship-api
  - Advanced search: https://help.escholarship.org/support/solutions/articles/9000148939-using-advanced-search-beta-
    - not many use advanced search, but those who do are vocal, so this was turned on
    - after you do a search, look to the left to see the link for search tips
  - Altmetric & Dimensions badges (ex: https://escholarship.org/uc/item/0012r6g6#metrics)
• these two were free to implement, let them know if there are other metrics you want and they will look into those. PlumAnalytics was mentioned as the other big one, but we don't know if its free or not.
• these badges work when the item has a DOI or a PubMed ID
• Altmetrics can't be shown on the eScholarship hosted journals without paying a fee, so far one eScholarship journal is paying the fee.

• New stats
  • to get on demand: add /stats to the landing page url to get the stats for any campus/paper series/ORU etc, can drill down from there, can also download as a spreadsheet
  • works for all units, but not at the item level - so works for paper series, book series, etc
  • Q: are there geo stats? A: no, but do support google analytics if a unit wants to use it – see the article in the Help pages about what need to provide to get google analytics to work

• Journal platform exploration
  • actively testing new platforms, Janeway is one under consideration. Coko is working on an xpub-Collabra journal platform and this is another one eScholarship is considering. Would like to pilot one of these by the end of this year, then roll out to others in 2019.
  • Hypothes.is exploration - want to implement this fall. Open source web annotation tool. Some journals and ORU's are interested in it.
  • Would probably do a pilot to start. Let them know if any of your campus units are interested in piloting this.
  • New TOS agreement & new journal proposal forms - reminder to use the new forms instead of the old ones. The new ones are shorter and done all over email, no paper versions needed anymore. Now review new journal proposals every quarter.
  • New TOS attached to "Request a new unit" helpdesk solution: https://help.escholarship.org/support/solutions/articles/900131086-request-a-new-unit
  • New journal proposal form attached to "Starting a journal on eScholarship": https://help.escholarship.org/support/solutions/articles/900127857-starting-a-journal-on-escholarship
  • New batch process: https://trello.com/b/abcVzuUa/escholarship-batch-projects
  • this is a time consuming task, so this is a place to track the status of these. Increased transparency now.
  • Nov or Dec might be good time for a deep dive update after the roadmap is more developed.

• FORCE11 updates - many campuses attended, see notes below
  • Marty: class on questionable publishers was interesting, get away from the term predatory. DOAJ editor in chief was the presenter. They have a set of guidelines they use to decide who is reputable enough to go in DOAJ, so that is a good list to refer to. Marty is offering to do a deep dive with the slides from that meeting. Others agree that is a useful topic.
  • FSCI - Force11 Scholarly Communication Institute

• Anneliese - took a class on How much does OA cost - looking at APCs - Katie S. from JISC taught it. Looked at data in open refine and looked at the Crossref API to cross reference with the data.
• Jennifer - took a course from Natasha Simmons. Also took a data visualization class, which looked at a product similar to Tableau. Also took a peer review course.
• Swall - also took the peer review class

Updates from crossover groups

1. OSC: July meeting was workshop updates. Most things are still at the "in progress" stage, but we do have a new page (adapted from the UCB guide on the same subject) on contracts/copyright management on the OS site: http://osc.universityofcalifornia.edu/scholarly-publishing/managing-copyright-agreements/

2. Data Curation CKG:

3. STAR Team: The Pressbooks review is nearing completion. We are starting an expedited review of PhilPapers. We received and are processing a request to review Knowledge Unlatched. In near future we will be revising our criteria for review, if you have input or questions about the criteria we use we'd love to hear them, either by email or we can talk about those at a future CKG call.

Round-robin updates

1. UCB - (1) We are beginning to make preliminary plans for OA week. Keeping plans minimal as we are hosting the two-day Choosing Pathways to OA forum the week before. Our focus will be a series of workshops on publishing & professional development for graduate students. (2) Our ScholComm office gave presentations recently at the Northwest IR User Group Meeting (about our Pressbooks publishing platform) and FSCI (about licensing research data). (3) We are running on a limited scale our affordable course content services for the fall semester - approximately 5 courses are participating (some doing swaps of print books for multi-user eBooks, some doing electronic course packs, and some working on their own OER). (4) We finalized a selection of 1923-published materials from our collection to be scanned and deposited in HathiTrust as part of our celebration of Public Domain Day in early 2019. Materials are being processed and we are beginning to plan outreach and events. (5) Choosing Pathways to OA forum registration is at capacity. We have 125 participants from 80 different institutions, 28 different states, and 4 Canadian provinces. More info here: www.cp2oa18.com.

2. UCD -

3. UCI - Had a webinar with Sheila Rabun (LYRASIS) on August 1. Invited campus IT staff to discuss coordinating ORCID integration. Next steps are to coordinator login page draft during student orientation and presentations to Faculty Committee groups. I will be attended Choosing Pathways to OA in October at UC Berkeley and Library Carpentry Instructor training August.30-31 in Calgary. Irvine launched Primo with their own OER). (4) We finalized a selection of 1923-published materials from our collection to be scanned and deposited in HathiTrust as part of our celebration of Public Domain Day in early 2019. Materials are being processed and we are beginning to plan outreach and events. (5) Choosing Pathways to OA forum registration is at capacity. We have 125 participants from 80 different institutions, 28 different states, and 4 Canadian provinces. More info here: www.cp2oa18.com.

4. UCLA - Brennan and Chan both attended FSCI. We are continuing our OA Week planning through our Scholarly Communication Steering Committee.

5. UCM -

6. UCR -
  a. Attended FORCE11/FSCI2018 program in the beginning of this month. There were several opportunities to interact with different professionals and I am looking forward to implement some of the ideas that I brought with me, in my future work
  b. For last couple of months, we all Research Service Librarians at UCR were engaged in developing a strategic document, one each for each of our areas. We are almost close to complete the document. We look forward to working on the roadmaps that we proposed in the document.
  c. We have started planning our 2018 OA Week. This year, we will be offering several workshop under a series, during the OA week.
  d. I am interested in the ORCID Interest Group. But I cannot make any institutional commitment.

7. UCSB -

8. UCSC -
9. **UCSD** -
   a. attended and instructed at FORCE11/FSCI2018
      i. quick presentation on FSCI 2018 highlights for the Pacific Southwest Region of the National Network of Libraries of Medicine
   b. growing requests for scholarly identity & metrics workshops, consultations
   c. finalizing OSC RIMS survey
   d. finalizing internal scholcom related library scan
   e. planning CP2OA Forum by participating on program committee and prep meetings/SWOT analysis with UL, AUL, and faculty chair on committee on the library
      i. presented for CSU IRs on Pathways and will repeat for CSU Fresno (all via Zoom, thankfully)

10. **UCSF** -
    a. The Library and Academic Senate are hosting a journal editor roundtable focused on flipping journals to OA this Friday, August 17. We're expecting a dozen UCSF faculty editors who were invited to speak about their journals and considerations for flipping. Dan Morgan from UC Press and Rich Schneider will lead the discussion, and UL Chris Shaffer will join us. Anneliese will be tracking the discussion and preparing a report of the outcomes.
    b. The Library is sponsoring an OpenCon scholarship for a graduate student who is very engaged with open science, and who helped spark the creation earlier this year of our Open Science Group, which is composed of about 10 individuals, who are graduate students, postdocs, library staff, and faculty. The Library personnel are Ariel Deardorff, Karla Lindquist, and Anneliese. We've put on one event so far, on protocol sharing, and we're coordinating OA Week activities (TBD).
    c. SPARC membership - after evaluating the benefits of being a SPARC supporting member, UCSF has decided to renew our membership in 2019. When we renew we will express our view that we feel SPARC needs to represent all open access approaches of interest to its members. Of particular concern is APCs, which is one strategy among many UCSF supports for advancing OA, and which SPARC leadership has openly disparaged.
    d. Anneliese attended FSCI as well.

11. **CDL** - We're hiring -
    California Digital Library seeks Publication Management System Coordinator (4116)
Do you find deep joy in bibliometrics? How about synchronizing disparate (sometimes compatible) systems to create a web of information across a vast university system? Are you also a fan of Open Access policies and eager to help faculty embrace them? The California Digital Library seeks a dynamic individual to act as the primary product and service owner for UC’s publication management system — based largely on Symplectic Elements and currently being utilized to support UC’s expansive Open Access policies.

    Learn more / apply at: [https://jobs.ucop.edu/applicants/Central?quickFind=61244](https://jobs.ucop.edu/applicants/Central?quickFind=61244)

    Re-tweet us: [https://twitter.com/eScholarship/status/1027232553277816832](https://twitter.com/eScholarship/status/1027232553277816832)

**Action Items**